Special Bulletin
ANDREA SELESTOW: By some
mishap, Bill Clinton had not gone to
the second death. He will now go to
the second death.
______________
Typist: You may recall the woman
we called Shark who had “cut off her offending part” in order to climb the
Washington DC political ladder. And to me this one very much resembled her
behavior. She would have a list of men. She would pretend it was love and the
greatest sex, and then as soon as she was done with that man for her citizenship
or money or power, she would kill him, often in a gangland slaying by tying the
intestines around the neck, and then to cross off the name to go to the next man.
He the shark then double-crossed many people and while the spouse was
into Korean Deprogramming (KD), he was into syringing. He in snide with great
fervor syringed people and never turned back as he wanted entire groups of
people syringed and key leaders in order to make them docile. Meanwhile these
syringed became killers of Eagles, as the part of memory so lost through
deadening the brain, would only learn to be a killer thereafter as the follow-up to
the syringe.
His ambition was to take over the world when he returned and that was
through a control of the computers. The computers would on command kill
people, it could record conversations, it could play hexes 24/7, the computers
could control the media and satellites.
He was going to come back a Swiss citizens and have a way to identify
himself through a code to collect on his Swiss bank accounts as an King Arthur
pulling out the sword from the stone. He furthermore had in the military, places
and in other hiding places, photos of himself, most likely of him decorating
medals on soldiers. But these photos were placed in the dining rooms of the
military bases, governor’s mansion, and elsewhere where to inculcate how he
was an hero. He would return later to claim. By having these photos there, he
would return as the hero and these places were not adulterated.
Here adulterated means either gang rapes, sodomizing in gang rapes,
syringing, Korean deprogramming (through the wife), torture, toilet castrations,
hanging from the ceiling, ropes around the neck to force minds, walking
handcuffed naked with pants down, and other strategies that he used to kill
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people in order that he would remain the hero so that when he came back,
everything would be in order for him to claim.
ANDREA SELESTOW: While he portrayed himself to be an American, any
Christian-like, and he had the correct words and poses, underneath he was a
shark. Once he was done with you, your throat could be slit.
Mathzedes: Michael Jackson was greatly traumatized at seeing Shark.
He had been adulterated, wherein Michael had said to his doctor, “Please
give me something to make me sleep.
The doctor said to him, “I do not think you want to live through this, do
you? Why do I not give you too much of this sleeping substance, that you not
suffer with this (adulteration)?”
We know that Michael Jackson died of an overdose of the sleeping drug.
Nancy of Oregon: Michael Jackson was in the media. He was a potential
whistle-blower and he knew too much. He could blow the whistle at any
moment.
NATHAN the Judge: Even his sister was adulterated and it was because she was
so close to Michael Jackson, that she would start her own investigation and Shark
would have to stop her so he said.
Nancy of Oregon: The list is quite long as who had the attempted or completed
adulterations.
The main military bases in the United States were adulterated.
Military elsewhere were adulterated. Many of these will need the x-KD.
Fillet Mignon: The funding of the oil digging of Mexico is by Bush and then
their subsequent bailout of Mexico was to the end to keep gas prices high for
Bush. The price of gasoline ought to be sixty-five cents in 1970 and this was
perpetuated in not only energy policy to not be digging for known oil in the
United States but BP is also part of the work of the Bush’s to control the oil by
having it at the artificial prices and not sixty-five cents a gallon for gas. Shark
considered that whether Mexico or BP that this is oil that belongs to the US for
these expansion technology and efforts were under the Bush’s and US money.
NATHAN the Judge: The hunt is however in many more places overseas to
return what is of the United States that was not but a stripping of the United
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States of its assets. The higher must go higher and the lower must go lower,
those assets are to be returned.
Typist: The 900 lasers underneath the property he has is such that it is his hope
was that these people so there would be killed and computers destroyed. He
would have their computers on satellite and he would return to the place to
claim his property.
In the syringing of the men, in the KD of the wife, it has been genocide
after genocide, and all it was, was Shark was crossing off those he no longer
needed. Later when he returned, he would see these glamorous photos of him in
the unadulterated military bases and elsewhere that he would return at take over
place, people and things as world conqueror.
Mathzedes: It was indeed a sorrowful day to hear of the many genocides of
both he and the wife. We would say that there was hardly anyone who was not
badly traumatized at the horror of their genocides.
MOSES: These two were the founders of AIDS to place in the Castro District in
San Francisco to control the population there and this genocide practice did not
stop.
Nancy of Oregon: There was a great deal said today. We are not able to say
more detail as this has been a very traumatic day for everyone.
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